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Table & Floor Decorations
3 Latex balloons

£7.25

5 Latex balloons

£9.50

2 Latex and 1 foil balloon

£9.50

2 Latex and 1 mini gumball

£8.25

2 Latex and 1 mini double bubble

£8.25

3 Latex and 2 foil balloons

£14.50

3 Foil balloons

£13.00

3x Mini double bubbles

£10.25

3x Mini gumballs and 2 Latex

£12.50

2 Latex balloons and a gumball

£11.50

2 Latex and a double bubble

£11.50

3 Latex and a gumball

£12.50

3+3+gumball

£18.50

3+3+double bubble

£18.50

3x Gumballs

£19.00

3x Double bubbles

£19.00

2 Double bubbles and 1 gumball

£19.00

Cake table arrangement
(3 Latex and one confetti gumball)

£13.00

Large 3ft balloon onto tuille

£35.00

Large 3ft balloon onto feather boa

£45.00

Single gumball / double bubble cloud with tuille

£25.00

Arches
Single pearl arch

£60.00

Double pearl arch

£85.00

Double bubble arch

£100.00

Gumball arch

£100.00

Alternating double bubble arch

£80.00

Alternating gumball arch

£80.00

Clouds with ribbon

£65.00

Clouds with tuille
(Fern in clouds £5.00 Extra)

Sculptured arches
(helium)

£65.00
From £150.00

Top / Buffet Table & Chair Decoration
Top table / buffet table decorated with:- Ribbons and bows

£60.00

- Netting and ivy

£60.00

- Tuille and balloons

£60.00

Net bow with ivy and ribbon

£3.00

2 Heart balloons with net, ivy and ribbon

£5.00

Other Balloon Decoration
Large 3ft Exploder

£80.00

Sculptured heart 4½ ft

£75.00

Walk through sculptured heart

£125.00

6ft Champagne bottle and cascading bubbles

£150.00

Topiary tree
(6ft tall)

£40.00

Balloon flowers

£13.00

3 Balloon flowers in pot

£45.00

Table confetti – per table

£1.00

Note: a ‘Gumball’ is a 16” clear patterned balloon with 6 tiny balloons inside, a ‘Double Bubble’ is a 16” clear
patterned balloon with an 11” balloon inside
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